Collection Structure: Okhrana records > Processing of intelligence: Index card system on individuals > Photographs > Photographic Prints > Petrovskii, Kazimir
Item Title: Petrovskii, Kazimir
Collection Title: Okhrana records
Date Created: 1883/1917
Subject(s):
Revolutionaries
Country of Origin:
France; Russia
Format: Still Image
Medium: identification photographs
Record Number: 26001.XIIIIF.236J.0914
Collection Guide: https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/kt538nf189
Rights: This work may be protected by copyright laws and is provided for educational and research purposes only. Any infringing use may be subject to disciplinary action and/or civil or criminal liability as provided by law. If you believe you are the rights holder and object to Hoover's use of this work, please contact the Hoover Institution Library & Archives.